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Abstract 8 

Assessment of animal status, housing conditions and manually collecting floor eggs are the 9 

major daily tasks for poultry farmers. To assist the farmer in these tasks, PoultryBot, an 10 

autonomous mobile robot for use in poultry houses has been developed. In earlier research, 11 

several components of PoultryBot were discussed in detail. Here, performance of the robot is 12 

evaluated under practical conditions. For navigation, different paths were used to assess its 13 

navigation performance for various tasks, such as area sweeping and surveying close to walls. 14 

PoultryBot proved capable of navigating autonomously more than 3000 m, while avoiding 15 

obstacles and dealing with the hens present. The robustness of its navigation performance 16 

was tested by confronting PoultryBot with obstacles in different positions with respect to its 17 

path and using different settings of the navigation parameters. Both factors clearly influenced 18 

the driving behaviour of PoultryBot. For floor egg collection, detection and collection of eggs 19 

was assessed at 5 predefined egg positions lateral to the path of the robot. Over 300 eggs 20 

were tested; 46% were collected successfully, 37% was not collected successfully, and 16% 21 

were missed. The most observed failures occurred when the collection device was just next 22 

to the egg. It is thought that this problem can be solved by improving the control algorithm. 23 

The results demonstrate the validity of the PoultryBot concept and the possibility of 24 

autonomous floor egg collection in commercial poultry houses. Furthermore, they indicate 25 

that application of smart autonomous vehicles in dense animal environments is feasible.  26 
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Nomenclature 31 

False Negative FN 

False Positive FP 

True Negative TN 

True Positive TP 

False Discovery Rate FDR 

 32 

1 Introduction 33 

In an era where automation and the use of robots is increasing, opportunities arise also to 34 

take over the repetitive or dirty tasks currently found in livestock farming. One of the major 35 

daily tasks of every poultry farmer, is observing and checking the health and well-being of the 36 

animals, and making sure all housing and control systems function properly. Due to the 37 

increase of sizes of farms, the time available per animal for observational tasks has decreased. 38 

At the same time, with changes in housing the behavioural freedom for the animals has 39 

increased. This has led to an increased need for flock observation and management since 40 

animal status now has a larger impact on production. Having a mobile platform that moves 41 

autonomously among the animals all day long provides the poultry farmer with more and 42 

potentially more objective information about the animals and their environment.  43 

Besides information gathering, there is a growing interest in using automatic floor egg 44 

collection in the modern animal-friendly loose housing systems adopted for laying hens. Floor 45 

eggs originate from animals that prefer to lay their eggs in some other location rather than 46 

the provided nest space. Based on extensive research (like Blokhuis & Metz, 1995; Froehlich 47 

& Oester, 2001; van Niekerk & Reuvekamp, 1997), farm management has improved 48 

significantly in recent decades. Combined with improved animal training, this has greatly 49 

reduced the number of floor eggs.  50 



 

However, despite proper animal training and management, these floor eggs still account 51 

for 0.1% to 2% of the daily production. In extreme cases, the number of floor eggs can even 52 

increase to 5% to 10% of total egg production. In all cases, the required manual collection of 53 

these eggs puts a significant load on the daily activities of the farm staff (Blokhuis & Metz, 54 

1995; Claeys, 2007). 55 

 56 

As part of the research project “Automation for Poultry Production” at Wageningen 57 

University, the first autonomous poultry house robot (PoultryBot), was developed to help the 58 

poultry farmer in his daily work in the modern aviary poultry house. More specifically, floor 59 

egg collection was used as an example case in the development and evaluation of PoultryBot. 60 

For floor egg collection, PoultryBot should move freely throughout the whole poultry house, 61 

while being aware of its location in the house and the location of nearby obstacles. 62 

Furthermore, the robot should be able to detect and collect floor eggs, regardless of their 63 

location in the poultry house.  64 

Several other applications exist where robots were freely acting in a complex environment, 65 

including interaction with dynamic objects such as humans, animals or plants. For example, 66 

the robots Rhino and Minerva acted as tour guides in museums (Burgard et al., 1999; Thrun 67 

et al., 2000), while Spencer guided passengers in an airport terminals (Triebel et al., 2015). In 68 

the agricultural domain, which is characterised by its complexity and limited structure (Nof, 69 

2009 ), significant effort has been spent on autonomous robots for field work (Bakker, 2009; 70 

Deepfield Robotics, 2016; Hiremath, Evert, Heijden, Braak, & Stein, 2012) but also in orchards 71 

or greenhouses (Bac, van Henten, Hemming, & Edan, 2014; Bayar, Bergerman, Koku, & 72 

Konukseven, 2015; Shalal, Low, McCarthy, & Hancock, 2015a, 2015b). Several of the methods 73 

used in developing these robots can be considered as being useful for PoultryBot, such as the 74 

particle filter for localisation and the vision approaches used for fruit detection in horticulture 75 

(Bac, Hemming, & van Henten, 2013; van Henten et al., 2002). Their usefulness in the 76 

challenging environment of an aviary poultry house, however, still had to be proven. 77 

With respect to livestock farming, some simple autonomous vehicles with fixed paths are 78 

used in dairy husbandry (Lely, 2015). In the domain of intensive animal production, a few 79 

research activities have been carried out, such as a student project at the KU Leuven, Belgium 80 

(Aertsen et al., 2012), some preliminary investigations on a mobile monitoring robot from 81 

Australia (Qi, Brookshaw, Low, & Banhazi, 2013; Haixa Qi et al., 2013) and a project on 82 



 

monitoring animal health and well-being using mobile and aerial robots at the Georgia 83 

Institute of Technology, USA. PoultryBot can be differentiated from previous examples of 84 

livestock robots by: 1) having more advanced systems for localisation and navigation, such 85 

that it can move freely and goal-driven throughout its environment; 2) being able to detect 86 

and interact with objects of interest; 3) being a test bed for an integrated system in a practical 87 

poultry house. 88 

 89 

Previous work has introduced the concept of PoultryBot, and described and evaluated 90 

several of its main features. In Vroegindeweij, Ijsselmuiden, and van Henten (2016), a 91 

localisation system based on the particle filter approach (Thrun et al., 2000; Thrun, Burgard, 92 

& Fox, 2005) that originated from museum robot Minerva, was described and evaluated in a 93 

poultry house without hens. Vroegindeweij, van Willigenburg, Groot Koerkamp, and van 94 

Henten (2014) addressed the problem of path planning for the collection of floor eggs by 95 

presenting a new algorithm for non-uniform repetitive area coverage, when to the best of our 96 

knowledge, no such method existed at that time. Based on the use of multispectral features 97 

for fruit detection in harvesting robots from horticulture (Bac et al., 2013; van Henten et al., 98 

2002), Vroegindeweij, van Hell, IJsselmuiden, and van Henten (2018) presented and tested an 99 

approach for the discriminating between the various object types in the poultry house that 100 

are relevant for the functioning of PoultryBot. Finally, in Vroegindeweij, Kortlever, Wais, and 101 

van Henten (2014), a description and evaluation of an actuator for floor egg collection was 102 

presented. Therefore, while individual aspects of this robotic system have been tested, to 103 

prove that the proposed concept and methods work, they have to be tested in an integrated 104 

manner under (near) practical conditions.  105 

 106 

The objective of the current paper is to evaluate the performance of PoultryBot in a near 107 

practical environment. As an initial performance benchmark, a number of requirements for a 108 

future implementation of PoultryBot in commercial poultry houses can be indicated. Firstly, 109 

the robot should be able to operate autonomously, such that human intervention of the 110 

farmers are hardly required. To achieve this, it should drive collision-free through the poultry 111 

house, while being capable of handling various path types, such as traversing large areas to 112 

move from spot to spot or driving close to a wall to reduce floor laying in these areas. 113 

Furthermore, as object density in the poultry house is high and floor eggs can be found close 114 



 

to obstacles, PoultryBot should be able to closely approach obstacles without colliding with 115 

them. As PoultryBot's given path is task-oriented, this path should be followed as much as 116 

possible, with the freedom to avoid obstacles when required for safe navigation. Regarding its 117 

localisation, an error of < 0.1 m for 95% of the time is required to match the collected 118 

information to the correct physical location for mapping purposes. For floor egg collection, 119 

PoultryBot should detect at least 95% of the eggs present in its vicinity, with less than 5% of 120 

its detections being a false positive. Furthermore, all detected eggs within 1 m from PoultryBot 121 

should be collected, irrespective of their location.  122 

 123 

To determine to which degree PoultryBot could comply with these requirements, 124 

PoultryBot's capabilities were evaluated under real-life conditions (including the presence of 125 

live animals) in a test environment similar to a commercial poultry house. Besides PoultryBot's 126 

performance, also the limitations and bottlenecks of the current approach were investigated.  127 

2 Robot configuration 128 

This section describes the configuration of PoultryBot used during the experiments. This 129 

also includes a description of the core methods used for localisation, path planning, object 130 

detection and navigation. Finally, the resulting behaviour of PoultryBot for navigation and egg 131 

collection is described. PoultryBot itself is shown in Fig. 1 during a test among hens. 132 

 133 

 134 
Fig. 1: PoultryBot among hens in the test environment 135 



 

2.1 PoultryBot platform 136 

PoultryBot (Fig. 1) is based on the EyeSonic and SmartTrike field robots (Aelfers, van 137 

Esbroeck, van Hell, Raedts, & Russchen, 2015; SmartTrike, 2015; Wageningen University, 138 

2009), and is about 1.1 m long, 0.45 m high. PoultryBot’s width varies between 0.3 m at the 139 

rear and 0.55 m at the front and it is not symmetrical around its longitudinal axis. For stability 140 

and to overcome uneven and loose surfaces, PoultryBot has 3 driven pneumatic wheels, of 141 

which one is also steered, all controlled by two Roboteq AX3300 motor controllers (Roboteq 142 

Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona, USA). Individual wheel speeds were calculated using standard mobile 143 

robot kinematics (Siegwart et al., 2011) and controlled using an open control loop on a wheel 144 

power setpoint. For steering, a steering setpoint was used with feedback control using a 145 

potentiometer on the wheel orientation. To register the robot's behaviour and its 146 

environment, sensors including HEDL 5540 wheel encoders (maxon motor ag, Sachseln, 147 

Switzerland), an Xsens MTi-300 motion tracker (Xsens, Enschede, The Netherlands) a DMK 148 

23UX174 camera (The Imaging Source LLC, Charlotte, North Carolina, USA), and a Sick LMS 149 

111 laser scanner (Sick AG, Waldkirch, Germany) were mounted on the platform. The laser 150 

scanner was placed at 0.37 m above the ground. This position reduced the number of 151 

detections representing hens while at the same time the overall height of the platform 152 

remained within the height limitation of 0.45m imposed by the poultry house interior. Power 153 

was supplied by a set of batteries, with a 12 V d.c. pack for the electronics and sensing and a 154 

24 V d.c. pack for the motors. 155 

As the main task of PoultryBot is collecting floor eggs, a bent helical spring was mounted in 156 

front as collection device (see Fig. 1). A detailed explanation and performance evaluation of 157 

this device (with over 95% of the eggs successfully collected) is given in Vroegindeweij, 158 

Kortlever, et al. (2014). A drive motor was added to rotate the collection device, to both 159 

improve the collection results and to facilitate unloading. To increase manoeuvrability, a lifting 160 

mechanism was included to lift the collector when no eggs had to be collected. The collection 161 

device itself was controlled using a Roboclaw 2 x 15A motor controller (BASICMICRO.com, 162 

Temecula, California, USA), with a given lifting speed and feedback from a potentiometer on 163 

the position of the collection device. The control logic was given by a state machine that 164 

covered the current status and desired action of the collection device. 165 

 166 



 

2.2 Software and control architecture 167 

The on-board PC, running Windows 7 and NI LabVIEW 2013 (National Instruments, Austin, 168 

Texas, USA), was used to communicate with all peripherals, process incoming data and issue 169 

control commands. A distributed software architecture performed all acquisition, processing 170 

and sending of information in parallel, and always made the most recent data available for all 171 

processes. In this architecture, each physical task was performed by an independent node, 172 

like reading a sensor, processing data to obtain information, sending a control command or 173 

communicating with the user. This node was set to a fixed processing rate and obtained the 174 

latest data available from an internal data server. On overview of the organisation of the high-175 

level nodes is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the top row in the figure contains all processing nodes, 176 

that receive data from the central data server (such as robot location and sensor information) 177 

and return their processing results (like robot location or navigation commands). The bottom 178 

row contains interfacing nodes that perform readout of sensors (receiving data from the laser 179 

scanner and the camera), write logdata and set action commands (like drive at a certain 180 

speed). All of this was coded using LabVIEW 2013, and most of these nodes contain several 181 

sub nodes for further organising the control process. Some computationally intensive 182 

operations (such as the raycast in the localisation method) were performed using a C++ library. 183 

Data acquisition and processing speed was set to 10 Hz for most nodes, except for those 184 

having a safety-critical task. These nodes ran faster, namely at 20 Hz. Furthermore, all data 185 

from all sensors was logged at 10 Hz, together with data like the estimated location and the 186 

speed commands for the wheels. 187 

 188 
Fig. 2: Software architecture of the PoultryBot. Each block represents an individual node in the software. The top-levels 189 

blocks all do data processing for control purposes, the middle layer contains the data server while the lower level blocks 190 
represent interfacing with robot hardware.  191 



 

2.3 Localisation method 192 

Localisation of PoultryBot was achieved using a particle filter (Vroegindeweij et al., 2016), 193 

which was based on Thrun et al. (2005). In a particle filer, the pose of the robot is represented 194 

by a set of particles in the environment, with each particle containing a possible value for 195 

location and orientation of the robot. In each iteration of the algorithm, for each particle first 196 

a new position is predicted using information on the robot's displacement. This is followed by 197 

an update step, which evaluates for each predicted pose the correspondence between an 198 

actual measurement of the robot's environment applied to the predicted pose and a map of 199 

the robot's environment. Using the degree of correspondence as a measure of the likelihood 200 

of each particle's pose, a new set of particles is sampled from the current set of particles, 201 

which then describes the new pose estimate of the robot. 202 

In our implementation, the prediction step used a combination of the best available 203 

information from odometry (encoder) data of all 3 wheels and the orientation data from the 204 

Xsens MTi 300. Data from all sources was checked on availability and reliability by discarding 205 

extreme readings and ignoring sources with missing data. The vehicle displacement and 206 

rotation were then determined separately for the rear wheels and the front wheel using 207 

standard mobile robot kinematics (Siegwart, Nourbakhsh, & Scaramuzza, 2011) and the 208 

change in compass orientation. If multiple data sources provided reliable data, a Kalman filter 209 

on displacement and rotation was used to fuse all reliable data into a single displacement 210 

prediction. During testing, this approach proved robust against internal communication 211 

failures and significant slip of individual wheels. The update step incorporated data from the 212 

Sick LMS 111 laser scanner. Data from the laser scanner were matched to a ray cast on a pre-213 

defined map of the poultry house containing all fixed obstacles in the environment. As this 214 

method explicitly accounted for the possibility of random and shorter-than-expected distance 215 

readings, the presence of hens in the environment did not cause any problems. For the update 216 

step, the settings for the 'beam model' from Vroegindeweij et al. (2016) were used. Although 217 

these settings were based on a situation without hens in the environment, they showed the 218 

best performance during initial testing in the experimental environment with animals, and 219 

were therefore used in this research as well. For more details on the localisation system, see 220 

Thrun et al. (2005) and Vroegindeweij et al., (2016). 221 



 

2.4 Path planning 222 

In Vroegindeweij, van Willigenburg, et al. (2014), a method was described for coverage 223 

path planning for the collection of floor eggs. This non-uniform area coverage path planner 224 

was based on a dynamic programming approach and a map containing the probability of floor 225 

egg occurrence. The resulting path consists of a set of waypoints. As this path planning method 226 

did not account for the kinematics of the robot, the resulting paths contained waypoints 0.4 227 

m apart, some of them connected by sharp turns (see Vroegindeweij, van Willigenburg, et al. 228 

(2014) for more details on the approach and results). Initial tests under practical conditions 229 

showed PoultryBot had severe difficulty in following such paths, and it was thus decided to 230 

use simpler, (manually defined) paths for the experiments in this work. These also consisted 231 

of waypoints, but now placed further apart while avoiding sharp turns. Adapting the method 232 

from Vroegindeweij, van Willigenburg, et al. (2014) and/or post-processing the path for this 233 

purpose is expected to produce paths the robot is capable of following and is a topic for future 234 

work. Details on the paths used in the experiments are given in the description of the 235 

experimental evaluation, in sections 4.1.1, 4.2.1, and 5.1.  236 

To control the floor egg collection process, for each new egg found two additional 237 

waypoints are inserted to the waypoint list. The first is the position where the collection 238 

operation should start, while the second indicates the position where the collection operation 239 

should stop. Both waypoints are placed on the line between the robot’s position and the 240 

location of the egg, the first at 0.3 m before the egg and the second at 0.3 m after the egg. If 241 

these new waypoints are placed within 0.3 m from an existing waypoint, the existing waypoint 242 

is replaced by the waypoints for egg collection. 243 

2.5 Object detection 244 

Detection of objects relevant for the functioning of PoultryBot was carried out at multiple 245 

levels, depending on the purpose. For navigation, (large) objects surrounding the robot were 246 

registered by the laser scanner. Subsequently, their locations with respect to the robot were 247 

fed into the navigation algorithm, and used in determining speed and steering commands, as 248 

described in section 2.5. For floor egg detection, the DMK 23UX174 monochrome camera with 249 

a 470 nm band pass filter attached to a lens with 5 mm focal distance was used. The image 250 

processing pipeline was based on (Vroegindeweij et al., 2018), with additional filtering on 251 

object shape and size to improve the performance for egg detection. The processing pipeline 252 



 

operated as follows. Using calibration images, first the vignette effect originating from the 253 

combination of lens and wavelength filter was corrected, using the method of (Zheng, Yu, 254 

Kang, Lin, & Kambhamettu, 2008). Next, pixels likely to correspond to eggs had the highest 255 

intensity values, so a high-pass threshold was applied. Using multi-stage morphological 256 

processing such as removing small particles and selecting particles that match the expected 257 

size (1200 - 5000 pixels), shape (Heywood circularity factor between 1.2 and 4) and position 258 

in the image of an egg (towards the lower half of the image), blobs expected to represent eggs 259 

were segmented. Finally, for each blob found its global position in the environment was 260 

determined using the pose estimate of the robot and a calibration of the camera based on the 261 

homography matrix (Dubrofsky, 2009; Wang, Hu, & Wu, 2004). For each detected egg, its 262 

estimated global position was used to control egg collection, by adding special waypoints for 263 

navigation during collection. 264 

2.6 Navigation and driving 265 

To convert the globally planned path (consisting of waypoints) into motions, while 266 

accounting for all obstacles present, the navigation method described by Schlegel (1998), was 267 

implemented. This method allows for close approximation of obstacles since it uses the exact 268 

robot contour, instead of the commonly used circular approximation. Furthermore, it 269 

considers both forward and backward movements and allows for online adaptation of the goal 270 

position when new target locations, such as waypoints for egg collection, emerge. Since 271 

PoultryBot is a relatively large and rectangular-shaped robot operating in a dense 272 

environment, such a method is needed to manoeuvre through narrow passages and collect 273 

eggs at all possible locations (including in corners and next to obstacles).  274 

In the method of Schlegel, each combination of robot speed and steering angle that is 275 

allowed from a kinematic perspective is converted into a curvature that describes the related 276 

robot trajectory. A robot-based obstacle grid is then used to pre-calculate the available free 277 

space for each possible combination of obstacle location and allowable curvature. For each 278 

iteration of the navigation algorithm, the obstacle grid is filled with the current location of 279 

obstacles with respect to the robot. As the obstacle grid can be filled from any source, 280 

combining information from a map and distance sensors becomes a trivial task. For 281 

PoultryBot, the obstacle grid is filled with information on pre-defined map obstacles and the 282 

most recent reading of the laser scanner.  283 



 

Next, given the current combination of obstacle presence, vehicle speed, and driving 284 

direction, the most suitable control option was selected from all curvatures that were allowed 285 

using a heuristic. For each allowed control option this heuristic weighed the normalised values 286 

for free distance ahead, heading towards the goal position, the closeness to obstacles and goal 287 

position, and speed. The highest weight was for "heading towards goal" (which was thus 288 

favoured most), followed by "free space" and "avoiding obstacles", while speed and goal 289 

approximation were less important. The result was a driving behaviour that tended to steer 290 

PoultryBot quite directly towards the target position, although sometimes it had difficulty 291 

avoiding obstacles, especially if the target position was further away. Navigation settings were 292 

the same for regular driving and egg collection, although speed during egg collection was 293 

lower. 294 

2.7 PoultryBot's driving behaviour 295 

Combining the elements for localisation, path planning, navigation, and object detection 296 

led to a driving behaviour that can be described as follows. After switching to autonomous 297 

mode at its start position, PoultryBot drove from waypoint to waypoint, which had to be 298 

passed within a given distance and in a specified direction. While driving, PoultryBot tried to 299 

avoid the obstacles present, based on mapped locations of fixed obstacles and distance 300 

readings towards obstacles from the laser scanner. Given its current position, the next 301 

waypoint and the information on obstacles positions, Poultrybot searched for the direction 302 

towards its goal which could be followed for the longest period of time. Although obstacles 303 

should be avoided, PoultryBot was allowed to approach them closely if they were densely 304 

present in the direction of target waypoint, as long as no collisions occurred. PoultryBot 305 

stopped driving at the last waypoint if no more waypoints were available, or when manually 306 

halted. A flowchart of this behaviour is shown in the left half of Fig. 3, representing the daily 307 

operation of PoultryBot. In the process, the major loop is responsible for following all 308 

waypoints, and this can cover an operational period of 10 to 15 h. 309 

For egg collection, the same driving behaviour was used, but with additional steps for egg 310 

collection integrated into the driving behaviour, as shown on the right in Fig. 3. As stated 311 

earlier, if an egg was detected at a new location, two new waypoints were inserted to the 312 

waypoint list: one before and one after the egg. When PoultryBot reached the waypoint 313 

before the egg, driving was halted and the collection device was lowered. Next, PoultryBot 314 



 

slowly drove towards the waypoint after the egg, while rotating the collection device and 315 

attempting to collect the egg. If the waypoint after the egg was reached, driving was halted 316 

again and the collection device was lifted. Navigation then continued as before, until another 317 

egg was found. If eggs were close together or new waypoints were near existing waypoints, 318 

the waypoints controlling their collection were fused to simplify driving.  319 

This behaviour does not cover all situations in practice, such as autonomously stopping or 320 

reversing direction if a collision is imminent. In the experiments, these situations were handled 321 

by switching from autonomous to remote control (i.e. a human operator controls the robot). 322 

In the case of a collision, and PoultryBot was reversed a small distance, while  a steering 323 

correction was applied if required. After that, control was switched back to autonomous 324 

mode, allowing PoultryBot to continue the planned path by itself. If necessary, this procedure 325 

was repeated several times until PoultryBot moved around the obstacle, or if the situation 326 

could not be resolved by PoultryBot it was moved away from the obstacle by remote control.  327 
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 328 
Fig. 3: Flowchart of PoultryBot's driving behaviour. On the left, general driving behaviour is shown. On the right half, 329 

driving behaviour for egg collection is displayed. Both diagrams cover the daily operation of PoultryBot, in which the major 330 
loop is continuously repeated over 10 to 15 h. 331 



 

3 Experimental environment 332 

PoultryBot's functional environment, a commercial aviary poultry house, has a number of 333 

specific characteristics relevant for correct functioning of a mobile robot. Firstly, it contains 334 

metal construction elements that provide facilities to the animals living there, and they act as 335 

a densely distributed, but fixed, set of obstacles, with elements sometimes no more than 1.2 336 

m apart. Secondly, the housing interior is designed with the size of the animal in mind. Free 337 

space exists below interior elements and is used as part of the living area for the animals. This 338 

constrains the free height above the floor to less than 0.5 m. Thirdly, the uneven layer of loose 339 

litter on the floor hampers smooth driving. Fourthly, enrichment objects like roughage bins or 340 

pecking blocks are obstacles scattered around. Fifthly, the remaining free space is cluttered 341 

numerous animals that move around at will. All this clearly influences PoultryBot's sensing 342 

systems and navigation behaviour. Finally, the air contains high concentrations of dust, vapour 343 

and ammonia. All these influences can adversely affect the functioning of both robot 344 

hardware and sensing methods. The interior of a commercial poultry house is shown in the 345 

left part of Fig. 4. 346 

Although PoultryBot has to work in a commercial poultry house, and several tests were 347 

carried out there, it was decided to perform the final tests and evaluation described here in a 348 

smaller and more open environment. This environment simplified the testing and 349 

experimental evaluation of performance as settings and conditions could be varied more 350 

easily, while allowing a better view of PoultryBot's behaviour and easier assessment of errors. 351 

In an area of 10 x 7 m, surrounded by 3 concrete walls and 1 wooden fence, 2 rows of housing 352 

interior were simulated with a wooden construction. In this area, 150 white laying hens 353 

(Dekalb White) were housed. Four feeder bins were placed, distributed over the area. Two 354 

drinker lines were placed on one of the interior rows, about 1 m away from the wall. 355 

Furthermore, below one end of this row, a laying nest was constructed. A picture of this 356 

environment is shown in the right of Fig. 4, while a schematic overview can be found in Fig. 5. 357 

Of the six challenging characteristics mentioned above, the first five were present: 358 

- Main housing features such as construction poles and walls,  359 

- Scattered objects such as feeder bins,  360 

- Limited free height above the floor, 361 

- Similar floor conditions with a layer of straw and litter on the floor, 362 



 

- Animals (freely) occlude area, but at a lower density. However, as they were used to 363 

the robot and eager to approach it, they clearly affected PoultryBot's behaviour. 364 

As a result, the conditions in this environment were representative for a commercial 365 

poultry house, especially from the point of view of operating a robot. 366 

 367 

   368 
Fig. 4: Left: Interior of a commercial poultry house. Right: model of poultry house interior uses as experimental 369 

environment for testing and evaluating PoultryBot. 370 
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 371 
Fig. 5: Sketch of the test environment. Yellow circles indicate feeder bins. Blue blocks + lines indicate water supply and 372 

drinker lines, while the hatched area indicates the laying nest. The brown squares and lines indicate poles and housing 373 
bars. The test environment measured 10 m in X-direction and 6.90 m in Y-direction. 374 



 

4 Evaluating autonomous navigation 375 

Firstly, the autonomous driving capabilities of PoultryBot were evaluated in two 376 

experiments, to test navigation durability and navigation heuristic properties. To achieve this, 377 

robot performance was registered by logging robot data, such as position and speed, at a 378 

frequency of 10 Hz. Furthermore, an observer noted all relevant events, conditions and 379 

observations on driving behaviour. Each event or human intervention was given a reference 380 

number and its location, a description of the event (wall collision, hit pole) and the remotely 381 

controlled corrective action applied (continued driving, retracted and steered away) were 382 

noted. A human operated video camera (Sony DCR-SR78, Sony Corporation, Minato, Tokio 383 

Japan) was used to follow and record the behaviour of the robot, and it also registered all 384 

occurring events and comments made. Both the camera and observer were located on an 385 

elevated platform to provide a better overview of the scene, while the robot operator was 386 

present in the test environment. Based on this information, performance could be evaluated 387 

in detail and causes and possible solutions for current problems or bottlenecks could be 388 

identified. 389 

 390 

4.1 Experiment 1: Navigation durability 391 

In the first experiment, the navigation capabilities of PoultryBot were tested over an 392 

extended period of time and within the requirements set in section 1. Purpose of this 393 

experiment was to see how well the navigation performed under different conditions such as 394 

driving along a wall or traversing a large area. Also of interest were the kind of errors that 395 

occurred and if long-term operation would lead to a change of behaviour. To excite and 396 

evaluate the behaviour of PoultryBot, path segments with different shapes and structures 397 

were implemented. Furthermore, these path segments were repeatedly applied to see 398 

changes over time. It was expected that different path shapes and navigation conditions 399 

would show different robot performance with respect to the amount of control actions 400 

needed and the need for human interventions, but that the performance per path segment 401 

would remain constant over time.  402 

4.1.1 Experimental outline 403 

To identify changes due to long-term application, a closed tour was driven for a prolonged 404 

period of time, such that each path segment was traversed several times. The duration of the 405 



 

experiment was limited by available battery power. Since two sets of batteries were available, 406 

this experiment was executed twice, and the results will be referred to as the first and second 407 

test. Each test took about 1.5 h to complete and consisted of 12 full cycles of the given path. 408 

The given path was constructed by placing 30 waypoints and connecting these using straight 409 

lines. It contained 5 clearly different segments, each representing a specific type of condition 410 

encountered in practice: Segment 1; border navigation along the house wall (Blue). Segment 411 

2; diagonally traversing the house (Red). Segment 3; sweeping the area, in lateral direction 412 

(Green). Segment 4; diagonally traversing the house (Purple). Segment 5. sweeping the area, 413 

in longitudinal direction (Yellow). The given path (or reference trajectory) with the individual 414 

segments are indicated in Fig. 6 with bold straight lines. Total length of the given path, 415 

measured as the Euclidian distance between the waypoints for a single cycle, was 94.2 m. So 416 

during each of tests one and two the robot was tested over a path of over 1100 m. For proper 417 

referencing in this experiment, PoultryBot's location was also tracked using a Trimble S6 Total 418 

Station (Trimble Navigation, Sunnyvale, California, USA), to assess the accuracy of the 419 

localisation method under these conditions. As using different path segments over extended 420 

timespans increases the chance of localisation failure, the accuracy of the localisation 421 

observed in this experiment also serves as upper limit for the localisation accuracy of 422 

PoultryBot in general. 423 

4.1.2 Analysing performance 424 

The navigation performance of PoultryBot was analysed using the robot’s log data and used 425 

to calculate several performance metrics, including:  426 

- Path length, measured by the sum of the Euclidian distance between the robot's 427 

consecutive position estimates; 428 

- Rotation, measured by the absolute sum of the differences in consecutive robot 429 

orientation estimates; 430 

- Number of steering events, defined by the number of changes in the steering angle 431 

issued to the motor controller; 432 

- Operational time, given by the amount of time PoultryBot was in autonomous mode 433 

or in remote control mode (e.g. controlled by a human operator). 434 



 

Furthermore, also the observations of collisions and human interventions were analysed. 435 

All events were registered by the observer and divided into one of the following five categories 436 

to indicate the type of the intervention needed:  437 

- Continued driving autonomously while touching an object; 438 

- Human intervention using remote control, to reverse the PoultryBot after a collision; 439 

- Human intervention using remote control, to steer PoultryBot away from the obstacle 440 

once, such that it was set free after a collision; 441 

- Human intervention using remote control, to reverse and steer away once, to set 442 

PoultryBot free after a collision; 443 

- Repeated human interventions using remote control to handle a collision. 444 

 445 

In this experiment, PoultryBot's behaviour was evaluated at each path segment. To allow 446 

fair comparison between path segments, all performance metrics (except for distance) and 447 

interventions were divided by the autonomously driven distance in that segment averaged 448 

over all cycles. Statistical inference to investigate differences between path segments was 449 

done using an ANOVA, followed by a multiple comparison step using Fisher's protected LSD 450 

method in GenStat 18.1 (VSN International, Hemel Hempstead, UK). 451 

 452 

4.1.3 Results and interpretation 453 

Each cycle of the given path took between 6 to 8 min to complete, and covered a measured 454 

distance of around 100 m, which is longer than the Euclidian distance between the waypoints 455 

in the given path. In total, PoultryBot drove autonomously over 2400 m during this 456 

experiment.  Figure 6 shows a selection of the position estimates generated during the first 457 

test. For readability, from this test every 10th estimated position is shown for 2 consecutive 458 

cycles to illustrate the driving behaviour of PoultryBot. The shortest path connecting the 459 

waypoints is displayed by straight lines. Video 1 (https://youtu.be/BSXoXR84cqg) shows 460 

PoultryBot behaviour in the same part of the experiment, and also contains an explanation on 461 

the events that occurred. 462 

Figure 6 and Video 1 show that PoultryBot drove quite well from waypoint to waypoint, 463 

especially when sweeping in longitudinal direction (segment 3, yellow) and driving along the 464 

outside border (segment 1, blue). It can also be seen that occasionally, PoultryBot deviated 465 



 

clearly from the given path, such as in the lower-middle part of the area. Here, it correctly 466 

deviated from the given path to avoid a collision with the pole located there, and after 467 

negotiating this obstacle it returned to its given path. Also around segment 2 (red), similar 468 

behaviour was observed to avoid a collision with the feeder bin that was present on the first 469 

part of this segment. Also passing through narrow passages, such as between poles and walls 470 

at the left and right side of the area, did not present any difficulties for PoultryBot. This 471 

indicated the ability of PoultryBot to handle the presence of obstacles and variations in the 472 

environment. Furthermore, all path segments could be handled by PoultryBot, indicating its 473 

capability of dealing with the various types of conditions encountered in practice, as indicated 474 

in the introduction of this section. From the observations, the hens present in the 475 

environment appeared to have only a small effect on driving behaviour. They sometimes 476 

appeared in the laser data as obstacles, causing PoultryBot to avoid them by steering away 477 

from the hens, but this was without any changes in driving behaviour. In general, behaviour 478 

remained similar over time, suggesting that long-term application will not lead to an increase 479 

in navigation errors.  480 

The localisation accuracy was evaluated over both tests (ground truth not shown). The 481 

Euclidian difference between positions estimated by PoultryBot and the reference 482 

measurement from the Total Station had a mean value of 0.127 m, with a 95 percentile of 483 

0.319 m. The deviation in Euclidian distance was < 0.1 m for 63% of the time. This is an 484 

improvement on the results in Vroegindeweij et al. (2016), and this indicates that the desired 485 

accuracy indicated in that paper (<0.1 m for 95% of time) is achievable.  486 

Logged human intervention and robot data are given in Table 1, as the mean value with 487 

standard deviation over all 24 cycles of the path. Values are separated into the 5 path 488 

segments. All metrics except for distance were corrected for the average distance driven to 489 

allow fair comparison. Also, having to drive longer distances than the waypoint distances is 490 

not necessarily negative, as this might indicate that PoultryBot deviated from its given path to 491 

avoid the obstacles present but it may also result from poor path tracking. Robot speed was 492 

similar for all segments (about 0.28 m s-1) and is not included in Table 1.  493 

 494 



 

 495 

Figure 6: Result of two cycles from the first test of experiment 1. The triangles indicate each 10th estimated robot 496 
position, with the colour relating to the path segments. Blue is segment 1 with border navigation, orange and purple are 497 
diagonal traversals (segments 2 and 4), and green and yellow are longitudinal and lateral sweeping (segments 3 and 5). 498 
The straight lines indicate the shortest lines between the waypoints, with each colour representing a different path 499 
segment. TS indicates the position of the total station, V and O the positions of video camera and observer on the elevated 500 
platform. 501 

Table 1: Quantitative results of experiment 1, testing long-term navigation performance. Numbers are average values 502 
over 24 cycles of the given path, with standard deviation in brackets. Measured values are as given, rotation data and 503 



 

interventions are expressed respectively per metre and per 1000 m autonomously driven path length. Different 504 
superscripts indicate statistical difference at p<0.05 using Fisher's protected LSD. 505 

 506 

   507 

 508 

The length of given path differed between segments, with the diagonal transects (segments 509 

2 and 4) was the shortest (7.3 and 14.8 m) and the border navigation (segment 1) the longest. 510 

Compared to this, driven distance was less than the length of the given path for the border 511 

navigation (i.e. 26.1 vs 26.3 m), while for other segments it was up to 10% longer than the 512 

given path. This difference might relate to the structure of the border navigation segment, 513 

where turns are always in the same direction and with a limited need to avoid obstacles. Thus, 514 

a slightly shorter path was used here, in contrary to the other segments, which contained 515 

more turns and obstacle-avoidance manoeuvres. For the first diagonal transect (segment 2), 516 

the distance driven by remote control was highest (0.8 m) compared to both the segment 517 

length and the other paths. Also the second diagonal transect (segment 4) and the lateral 518 

sweep (segment 5) had higher remotely controlled distance (0.6 m), which indicates that 519 

stronger human interventions were needed on these segments. The largest platform rotations 520 

were observed while sweeping longitudinally (segment 5, 0.71 rad m-1) and laterally (segment 521 

3, 0.72 rad m-1), followed by the second diagonal transect (segment 4, 0.66 rad m-1). A clear 522 

relation with path structure can be seen, as the given path also contained the largest rotations 523 

(0.5 rad m-1), and the resulting rotation is only 30 to 40% higher than the rotations required 524 

to fulfil the given segment. When considering measured platform rotations compared to the 525 

required rotation for the given path, segment 2 has most rotations, being almost four times 526 

greater than needed for the given path. This increase might be partly attributed to the 527 

Waypoint 
distance (m)

Autonomously 
driven(m)

Remotely 
controlled 
driven(m)

Rotation 
(radians) Steer events

1 Border navigation 26.3 26.1 (0.3) 0.2 (0.3) 0.27 0.56 (0.04) b 12.5 (1.0) c

2 Diagonal transect 7.3 8.0 (0.6) 0.8 (0.8) 0.13 0.50 (0.08) a 11.7 (1.7) bc

3 Lateral sweep 21.8 23.7 (0.8) 0.6 (0.6) 0.52 0.72 (0.05) d 12.1 (1.0) c

4 Diagonal transect 14.8 16.1 (0.5) 0.6 (0.7) 0.40 0.66 (0.05) c 10.8 (1.3) a

5 Longitudinal sweep 25.2 27.0 (1.1) 0.3 (0.6) 0.53 0.71 (0.04) d 11.2 (0.8) ab

Continue 
Driving Retract Steer

Retract + 
Steer

Multiple 
Interventions Total

Total except 
Continue

1 Border navigation 25.5 (37.8) b 11.2 (20.6) ab 4.8 (12.7) a 6.4 (18.1) a 0.0 (0.0) a 47.9 (48.5) b 22.3 (26.9) a

2 Diagonal transect 5.2 (25.0) a 31.3 (54.2) bc 0.0 (0.0) a 31.3 (65.2) b 47.0 (60.6) b 114.8 (108.0) c 109.6 (97.8) c

3 Lateral sweep 8.8 (21.0) a 33.3 (34.3) c 0.0 (0.0) a 8.8 (21.0) a 1.8 (8.4) a 52.6 (42.5) b 43.9 (41.2) ab

4 Diagonal transect 7.7 (27.2) a 28.4 (35.7) bc 0.0 (0.0) a 20.7 (34.3) ab 7.7 (20.5) a 64.6 (52.1) b 56.8 (47.1) b

5 Longitudinal sweep 1.5 (7.4) a 6.2 (17.4) ab 1.5 (7.4) a 3.1 (10.2) a 7.7 (23.8) a 20.0 (30.2) a 18.5 (30.2) a

Measured distance, as mean with SD Rotations per m, as mean  with SD

# Interventions per 1000 m, as mean with SD

Waypoint 
rotation (radians)Path segment

Path segment



 

presence of a feeder bin at the start of this segment.  In the number of steering events, no 528 

relation with path segment type was visible, indicating that larger rotations were more likely 529 

the result of distinct turns than from frequent small steering corrections.  530 

 531 

Most interventions took place in the diagonal traversal (segments 2 and 4 with averages of 532 

114.8 and 64.6 interventions per 1000 m), while the longitudinal sweeping (segment 3) had 533 

fewest interventions (20.0 interventions per 1000 m). This was most likely the result of the 534 

waypoints in segment 3 placed in between the housing poles, such that the path was merely 535 

obstacle-free, while the diagonal traversals required the explicit avoidance of obstacles. When 536 

excluding the 'continue' events, the lateral sweep (segment 5, 43.9 interventions per 1000 m) 537 

performed similar to the second diagonal traversal (segment 4, 56.8 interventions per 1000 538 

m), while the border navigation (segment 1, 22.35 interventions per 1000 m) showed similar 539 

behaviour as the longitudinal sweep (segment 3, 18.5 interventions per 1000 m). Also here, 540 

the larger need for intervention at segments 4 and 5 compared to segments 1 and 3 might be 541 

related to the number of obstacles that were encountered by PoultryBot on these segments. 542 

Minor interventions such as 'continue' (keep driving while hitting obstacles) or 'steering away' 543 

were most seen during the border navigation segment (segment 1, 25.5 and 4.8 interventions 544 

per 1000 m respectively), possibly as result of collisions with the wall. Stronger interventions, 545 

such as 'reverse and steer away', were mainly found at diagonal traversals (segments 2 and 546 

4), while 'reverse' actions were also found more in the lateral sweeping (segment 5) but with 547 

substantial variation between cycles. The most serious cases, where 'multiple' interventions 548 

were required to solve collisions, were mainly seen along the first diagonal transect (segment 549 

2, 47.0 interventions per 100 m, p<0.000), which also had by far the highest number of 550 

interventions (114.8 interventions per 1000 m).  551 

This high number of interventions can be explained from the navigation algorithm, where 552 

reaching the goal had a higher weight and thus obtained more attention than avoiding 553 

obstacles. This frequently led to collisions, especially if an obstacle was close-by on the robot's 554 

path to a waypoint further away. Such conditions were indeed present at the start of the first 555 

diagonal segment, with an obstacle (feeder bin) being present in the most likely path of 556 

PoultryBot towards its next waypoint at the other end of the test environment. Alternatively, 557 

if obstacles were further away from the lines that connected the waypoints, navigation was 558 

fairly easy and both collision occurrence and the need for human intervention was lower. Also 559 



 

the field-of-view of the obstacle sensor played a role here, since in a number of cases obstacle 560 

collisions were observed just after the object has left the detection area. The presented results 561 

indicate that PoultryBot could handle various path types, but that path structure, especially 562 

the placement of waypoints with respect to obstacles, influenced the results.  563 

 564 

4.2 Experiment 2: Obstacle Handling 565 

In experiment 1, obstacles placed on the shortest line between PoultryBot's position and 566 

its target waypoint frequently led to collisions. The second experiment therefore tested 567 

whether this relationship between obstacle location and waypoint placement indeed existed, 568 

by testing the effect of changing obstacle positions on the driving behaviour of PoultryBot. 569 

Furthermore, it was investigated if changing the settings of the navigation heuristic (as 570 

explained in section 2.5), especially for the "heading to goal" behaviour, would lead to fewer 571 

collisions.  572 

 573 

4.2.1 Experimental outline 574 

A straight path A (green, see Fig. 7) was defined by placing 2 waypoints in the longitudinal 575 

direction of the test environment, with construction elements on either side of the path (at a 576 

lateral distance of about 0.7 m to the path). To observe if driving behaviour changed when the 577 

path was closer to, and thus conflicted more with, these construction elements (obstacles), 578 

two additional paths  B (orange) and C (red) were defined, also shown in Fig. 7. To realise this, 579 

the waypoints were moved twice, in steps of 0.4 m, towards the poles on one side of the path. 580 

In these cases, it was expected that either the robot would steer more to avoid the poles, or 581 

that the number of collisions would increase. Additional waypoints were used to allow 582 

autonomous return of the robot from the end point to the starting position thus allowing 583 

repeated execution of the path. This path is indicated by the purple line in Fig. 7.  584 

After moving the waypoints, the weight factor for "heading to goal" (as defined in Section 585 

2.5) in the heuristic was also varied in this experiment. As all other weight factors ranged 586 

between 0.001 and 0.5, changing the “heading to goal” weight factor from its original value of 587 

3 to 1 and 2 was expected to lead to more steering and better collision-avoidance by 588 

PoultryBot. For “heading to goal” weight factor values 2 and 3, each path was repeated 6 589 

times. For a weight factor value of 1, each input path was repeated only 3 times, as during the 590 



 

experiment no clear reduction in the need for human interventions was seen with respect to 591 

results obtained when using a weight factor value of 3. Performance was evaluated only for 592 

the track between the first and last interior poles in longitudinal direction, which were 8.07m 593 

apart. Performance evaluation was done in a similar fashion as described for experiment 1, 594 

section 4.1.2.  595 
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 597 
Fig. 7: Paths for experiment 2, to evaluate the effects of obstacle locations with respect to PoultryBot’s path on the 598 

driving behaviour of PoultryBot. Waypoints (purple circles) were placed on varying positions A, B, and C with respect to 599 
the interior elements. The green, orange and red lines indicate the shortest path between Start and End along the 600 
waypoints for trajectories A, B and C. The purple line indicates the path used by PoultryBot for autonomous return from 601 
the end-point to the start-point.  602 

 603 

4.2.2 Results and interpretation 604 

In Video 2 (https://youtu.be/24g-XgALyqA), the first run of this experiment is shown on 605 

paths A, B and C with 3 repetitions each and using a weight factor value of 3. An overview of 606 

the results is given in Table 2, showing the mean and standard deviation of all data obtained 607 

from the robot’s log file, grouped by weight factor and path. In Table 3, the type and number 608 

of interventions are given per combination of weight factor setting and given path. 609 



 

Table 2: Autonomous driving results of experiment 2, evaluating the effect of changing the weight factor for "heading 610 
to goal"-behaviour and the obstacle placement with respect to PoultryBot's path on the navigation performance of 611 
PoultryBot. Data are presented per combination of given path and heuristic setting, and expressed as average with 612 
standard deviation over all repetitions. 613 

 614 

Table 3: Intervention results of experiment 2, evaluating the effect of changing the weight factor for "heading to goal"-615 
behaviour and the placement of obstacles with respect to PoultryBot's path on the navigation performance of PoultryBot. 616 
Interventions are presented per combination of given path and heuristic setting, and given as total over all repetitions. 617 

 618 

 619 

Positioning the robot path such that it conflicted more with obstacles and thereby 620 

becoming more complex, increased path length and time required for path completion up to 621 

20 percent (e.g. from 8.16 for path A to 9.74 m for path C when using weight factor 3, Table 622 

2). Also the amount of steering increased, independent of the weight factor for the "heading 623 

to goal"-behaviour. This is visible in Table 2 for paths B and C showing more platform rotations 624 

and more steering events than path A for all values of the navigation weight factors. For the 625 

driven distance, this increase is also clearly significant, when comparing path A to B (p = 0.002) 626 

or C (p = 0.009), for all settings of the "heading to goal" weight factor. Furthermore, the 627 

number of interventions due to collisions increased clearly (Table 3), from 1 to 11 for weight 628 

Weight Path Repetitions
factor # mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD

3 A 6 8.16 0.05 2.97 0.39 116.3 12.5 26.7 0.5
3 B 6 8.31 0.10 3.62 0.61 110.8 11.0 28.0 0.9
3 C 6 9.74 1.38 5.68 0.93 144.3 37.5 37.7 8.8

2 A 5 8.74 0.60 4.80 1.50 122.6 6.0 32.0 6.0
2 B 6 8.60 0.66 3.96 1.20 117.8 11.7 30.3 4.0
2 C 6 9.28 0.44 5.29 0.83 128.5 19.8 35.3 5.2

1 A 3 9.09 0.95 5.97 2.55 110.3 5.7 28.8 1.0
1 B 3 9.99 1.72 7.21 1.02 160.7 46.6 35.9 8.9
1 C 3 10.70 1.67 6.29 1.47 151.3 21.0 41.0 8.9

Distance (m) Rotation (rad) Steer events (#) Time (seconds)

More goal-
oriented

Less goal-
oriented

Weight Path Repetitions Detour Continued Retract
Retract + 

Steer Multiple Total
factor # # total # total # total # total # total # total

3 A 6 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 B 6 0 1 1 0 0 2
3 C 6 2 1 2 2 4 11

2 A 5 3 1 0 1 1 6
2 B 6 3 0 2 0 0 5
2 C 6 4 1 6 2 0 13

1 A 3 3 0 1 0 0 4
1 B 3 1 0 3 0 1 5
1 C 3 3 0 3 1 0 7

More goal-
oriented

Less goal-
oriented

Interventions



 

factor 3 and from 6 to 13 for weight factor 2, if the obstacles were positioned more into the 629 

robot path. In the type of interventions no clear change can be observed, indicating the 630 

interventions to resolve collisions did not become more complex when obstacles were 631 

positioned more into the robot path. All of this matches with expectations and the results of 632 

the previous experiment, as obstacles on the way of PoultryBot will force it to steer around 633 

them, thus increasing time, distance and steering required, as well as the risk for collision. 634 

Furthermore, obstacles closer to the robot contour showed only a limited effect, whereas 635 

obstacles present in the middle of the robot path caused clear changes in results. 636 

When modifying the weight factor for “heading towards goal” in the heuristic, a decrease 637 

of the weight factor seemed to produce longer robot paths (Table 2), although effects were 638 

smaller compared to that of changing the path. Already with no obstacles (except for hens) 639 

present in front of the robot (path A), path length increased with 10 to 15 % when changing 640 

the weight factor, e.g. from 8.16 to 8.74 m for a weight factor change from 3 to 2. The total 641 

rotation of PoultryBot (in radians) also showed a similar increase, whereas effects on the 642 

number of steer events and the required time were found to be less clear. Such behaviour 643 

seems logical, since a lower weight for "heading to goal" driving will be less target-oriented, 644 

and thus searches more for available free space between objects such as construction 645 

elements and hens present in PoultryBot's vicinity. If obstacles were present in the robot path 646 

(like path C), the effect of changing the weight factor was smaller and sometimes even 647 

opposite, as this path already required more steering. Still, a significant difference in path 648 

length was found between a weight factor of 3 and a weight factor of 1 (p=0.006) and 2 649 

(p=0.016) for the "heading to goal"-behaviour. In terms of interventions (Table 3), it can be 650 

seen that lower weights lead to more detours, where PoultryBot instead of passing between 651 

the poles, drove around them. Also, lower weights seemed to require less interventions, 652 

especially for the ‘multiple’-case. However, this trend was not consistent and sometimes an 653 

increase in the number of interventions was seen, so no firm conclusions can be drawn here. 654 

 655 

These results showed that the position of obstacles on the path and the setting of weight 656 

factors for the heuristic had a clear influence on the driving behaviour of PoultryBot. Moving 657 

the robot path closer to obstacles increased both path length and steering behaviour and led 658 

to more collisions. Changing the heuristic settings to less goal-oriented behaviour led to longer 659 

paths with more steering and a tendency of having fewer collisions with obstacles. This 660 



 

indicates that further tuning of the navigation heuristic can be useful to improve the 661 

navigation performance of PoultryBot. 662 

Furthermore, attention is needed for handling obstacle collisions. Currently, these are 663 

handled using remote control by the operator, but for autonomous operation these collisions 664 

either have to be avoided or solved autonomously. This requires for instance the 665 

implementation of automated collision detection and reverse driving behaviour, and possibly 666 

also adaptation of the navigation behaviour. Once such solutions are added, this will likely 667 

solve most or all of the cases that currently required human intervention, bringing PoultryBot 668 

closer to fully autonomous operation.  669 

 670 

5 Evaluating egg collection performance 671 

After testing PoultryBot's navigation, the egg collection performance was evaluated. In 672 

previous work (Vroegindeweij, Kortlever, et al., 2014) the collection device itself was 673 

evaluated in detail. This experiment assessed the egg collection capability of PoultryBot. 674 

Specific attention was given to the detection of the egg, the result of the collection operation 675 

and an analysis of the collection failures. As previous research indicated that the collection 676 

device had difficulty in collecting eggs located in corners, those locations were not considered 677 

in this experiment.  678 

 During egg collection, a video camera (Sony DCR-SR78) was positioned in line with the 679 

robot's path, to register PoultryBot's behaviour. Furthermore, a GoPro Hero 4 video camera 680 

(GoPro, San Mateo, California, USA) was mounted to the robot registered a close-up of the 681 

egg collection device. In the measurement notes, all egg detections and collection operations 682 

were registered. Subsequently, the  location of the egg (if known) was registered, together 683 

with detection and collection results. Furthermore, relevant information like start time of a 684 

run, camera and algorithm settings, and specific behaviours and observations were noted as 685 

well. All this information was used to evaluate performance of detection and collection in 686 

more detail, but especially to indicate causes and possible solutions for current problems or 687 

bottlenecks.  688 



 

5.1 Collection procedure 689 

For the evaluation of floor egg collection, a repeatable procedure was used, based on a 690 

given path along one of the walls in the test environment. Each collection run was made along 691 

the wall in the longitudinal direction of the area, and consisted of 2 parts. In the first part, the 692 

wall was to the left of the robot, while in the second part the robot changed direction and had 693 

the wall on its right side. Between the two parts, the robot was turned around while driving 694 

using remote control by the operator. In each part of the collection run, 2 eggs were present, 695 

with the first one (longitudinal locations A and A') between the wall and the second pole, as 696 

seen from the start of this part, and the second one (longitudinal locations B and B') between 697 

the wall and the open space between the 3rd and 4th pole. To create a collection path that was 698 

similar for all eggs, the waypoints before and after each egg were placed in a straight line at 699 

about 0.7 m next to the wall and more than 1 m away from the egg. 700 

Eggs were placed on a line perpendicular to this path, and five egg locations in lateral 701 

direction were individually tested: in front of the robot, on the robot's edges or outside the 702 

robot contour and close to the wall or poles. These lateral locations were numbered 1 to 5 703 

when going from the wall to the pole. In each part of the run, both longitudinal locations (A 704 

and B) and a single lateral location were evaluated. Each combination of longitudinal and 705 

lateral location (indicated by a combination of the letter A or B and a number between 1 and 706 

5) was repeated for at least 20 correctly detected eggs. In Fig. 8, an overview of the experiment 707 

is given, showing the waypoints, the egg’s longitudinal (A or B) and lateral (1 to 5) locations, 708 

and the expected driving pattern (reference trajectory) of PoultryBot. Video 3 709 

(https://youtu.be/QJxZXIyGEIc) shows 2 runs of the experiment on lateral location 3, i.e. in 710 

the middle of the path. 711 

In preliminary research, egg orientation prior to collection showed limited effects on 712 

collection success, as the egg rotates during collection under influence of floor structure and 713 

the collection device. Therefore, egg orientation was fixed with the egg's major axis aligned 714 

with the direction of PoultryBot's given path and their minor end towards the robot. As the 715 

hens present during the experiment exhibited egg-eating behaviour, hard-boiled eggs were 716 

used to reduce egg eating in case of egg breakage.  717 

Weather conditions outside the building influenced the light intensity in the experimental 718 

area, making the use of a single fixed setting of the camera and detection method impossible. 719 

Thus, before each measurement series, the camera gain and detection threshold were 720 



 

adapted to the amount of light present at that moment. In this way, the effect of ambient light 721 

on the detection and collection results was prevented as far as possible. 722 
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 724 
Fig. 8: Egg locations and waypoints used in the egg collection evaluation. The numbers 1 to 5 indicate the egg locations in 725 
lateral direction, while capitals A and B indicate the location of an egg in longitudinal direction. O indicates the location of 726 
the observer, V indicates the location of the video camera used for observation of the experiments. Green circles indicate 727 
waypoints in the first part of the run, going from the starting point at the right (S) to the end point on the left (E), with eggs 728 
located at A and B. The green dashed line indicates the expected robot behaviour for collection at lateral location 1. The 729 
second part of the run (not indicated) goes from S' to E', with eggs located on A' and B'.  730 

 731 

5.2 Data registration and processing 732 

During the egg collection experiments, results were registered separately for egg detection, 733 

collection operation, and collection failure. Egg detection potentially yielded one of the 734 

following results:  735 

 False negative (FN), i.e. the egg was not detected, and therefore no collection 736 

operation was performed; 737 

 False positive (FP), i.e. detected something else than an egg. A collection operation 738 

was started, but failed due to the absence of an egg; 739 

 True positive (TP), i.e. egg correctly detected, and egg collection was started. 740 

True negatives (TN) were not registered, as this would include every non-egg object seen by 741 

the robot. For an egg collection operation performed on correctly detected eggs (TP), the 742 

following options were considered as collection result:  743 

 egg collected correctly; 744 

 collection failure: collection started correctly, but the egg was not collected; 745 



 

 wrong location of collection (robot was clearly off); 746 

 no start of collection. 747 

In case egg collection failed, one of the following causes for failure was assigned:  748 

A. collection device ran over the egg without collecting it; 749 

B. egg was broken by the collection device; 750 

C. egg left the collection device after collection; 751 

D. collection device was located just next to the egg; 752 

E. collection device was lifted before actually reaching the egg; 753 

F. collection device was lowered after passing the egg; 754 

G. robot switched to remote control by the operator, as result of a collision with an 755 

obstacle. 756 

 757 

If the collection operation was ended manually, an asterisk was added to the collection result, 758 

independent of the collection result itself. All results were registered by the observer during 759 

the experiment, and analysed afterwards as described below.  760 

 761 

After the measurements, data from runs that produced unreliable responses due to an 762 

unsuitable combination of detection algorithm settings and varying ambient light conditions 763 

(see the last paragraph of Section 5.1) were excluded from further analysis, and results were 764 

clustered per longitudinal location (A or B) and lateral location (1 to 5). As false positives (FP) 765 

in detection could not be related to a specific egg or location, they were only assessed in 766 

relation to the number of eggs present. Based on this data, the following performance indices 767 

were calculated, which are similar to those used in fruit harvesting robots (Bac, 2015;  Bac et 768 

al., 2017): 769 

a. Egg detection success (%): the occurrence of a correct detection (TP) as % of the total 770 

number of eggs present (TP+ FN); 771 

b. False discovery rate (FDR) for egg detection (%): the number of objects falsely detected 772 

as eggs (FP), as percentage of the total number of eggs present (TP + FN);  773 

c. Collection success rate (%): the occurrence of each collection result as % of the number 774 

of correctly detected eggs (TP); 775 

d. Collection failure rate (%): the occurrence of each failure type as % of total collection 776 

failures. 777 



 

Statistical inference on the results (both raw data and performance indices) was carried out 778 

using an ANOVA, followed by a multiple comparison using Fisher's protected Least Significant 779 

Difference test in GenStat 18.1 to investigate differences in performance between locations. 780 

Cycle time was not investigated, as it was determined by the fixed driving speed of the 781 

robot and the time required for lowering and raising the collection device. It hardly varied in 782 

the experiment and/or as result of actual conditions. For each egg, a single collection 783 

operation was done. The number of eggs tested varied between 25 and 40 per combination 784 

of longitudinal and lateral location, and is indicated in the results in Fig. 8. Egg damage rate 785 

was already investigated in earlier research (Vroegindeweij, Kortlever, et al., 2014), and not 786 

investigated in detail here as it was not significantly dependent on operation of the device. 787 

5.3 Detection performance 788 

Collection performance was evaluated using 313 eggs in total. Results for egg detection, 789 

given in Fig. 9, show that the majority of the eggs (86%) were properly detected by PoultryBot, 790 

although results were dependent on the lateral location of the egg. For clustered longitudinal 791 

locations A and B, Fig. 9 suggests that B-locations (even bars, 91% detected) have slightly more 792 

(p=0.21) eggs detected correctly compared to A locations (odd bars, 80% detected). As B-793 

locations were more in the middle of the area and light intensity was slightly higher than at 794 

the A-locations, this might have positively affected detection rate.  795 

Clear differences in performance can be observed between the lateral locations 1 to 5. In 796 

front of the robot (location 3) more than 90% of the eggs were detected correctly, whereas 797 

only 65 to 85% of the eggs further to the sides of the robot (locations 1 and 5) were detected 798 

correctly. Correct detection at location 5 indeed proved different from locations 2 to 4 (p-799 

values between 0.000 and 0.039), and A1 shows similar results (p-values ~ 0.05), while 800 

difference for B1 could not be proven. When combining data for A and B locations, locations 801 

2 and 3 had significantly more correct detections than locations 1 (p = 0.04 and 5 (p <0.000), 802 

while results for location 4 seem closer to results for location 1 (p = 0.13) but they still differed 803 

from results obtained at location 5 (p <0.000).  804 

These results indicate that PoultryBot had more difficulty detecting eggs correctly if they 805 

were towards the side of the robot, such as on lateral locations 1 and 5. The lower detection 806 

rate seen for these locations might be explained by the egg being present more towards the 807 

boundaries of the camera view. As result of optical properties of the imaging setup, the images 808 



 

contained a radial intensity fall-off, such that eggs further from the image centre appeared 809 

darker and therefore were not always detected correctly. For more details on this matter, see 810 

Vroegindeweij et al. (2018). Using vignette correction morphological processing reduced the 811 

effects of the setup on the image, but they could not be removed completely. Also, if eggs 812 

were located further away from PoultryBot, there was a greater chance that a hen blocks the 813 

view towards the egg. The effect of lateral location on detection performance is relevant for 814 

future application, as this affects the scanning range of PoultryBot. From the current results, 815 

it can be concluded that at least 75% of the eggs within 0.5 m from the PoultryBot can be 816 

correctly detected. However, as locations in a poultry house will be visited multiple times a 817 

day and this allows for detection at a later moment, the effect of occasionally not detecting 818 

an egg is reduced. In these cases, however, eggs will remain longer in the poultry house, which 819 

might induce further undesired effects such as additional floor laying and egg eating.  820 

 821 

   822 
Fig. 9: Detection results as percentage of the number of the eggs present, expressed per location. Letters A and B 823 

indicate the first and second longitudinal location, while numbers 1 to 5 indicate the lateral location, which was 824 
perpendicular to robot path. Total number of eggs considered is given above each bar. False positives are not indicated, as 825 
they could not be related to a specific position. 826 

False positives could not be related to specific locations and are thus not shown in Fig. 9. 827 

The calculated that the False Discovery Rate (FDR) per lateral location (1 to 5) ranged from 828 

21% to 43%. As the false discovery rate varied between 0% and 57% for individual runs, 829 

numbers serve as indication only with no clear trends visible. False positive occurrence 830 

seemed to be dependent on ambient light levels and camera settings (especially the camera 831 

gain and the intensity threshold), as there appeared to be a correlation between brighter light 832 



 

conditions and animals close to robot being mistaken for eggs (see Vroegindeweij et al. (2018) 833 

for more details). As fixed intensity thresholds were used for egg detection, and ambient light 834 

conditions varied between runs due to variation in outdoor weather, this might explain a large 835 

part of the false positives. Furthermore, spots from sunlight, white paint on the wall or 836 

feathers on the floor were frequently mistaken as egg by PoultryBot. In commercial poultry 837 

houses, these effects are expected to be smaller, since under poultry house conditions both 838 

the amount of ambient light and light intensity are much lower.  839 

 840 

5.4 Collection performance 841 

In general, if eggs were detected, the collection operation started in the neighbourhood of 842 

the egg, and more than half of the eggs (54%) were immediately collected successfully. Some 843 

form of collection failure (i.e. starting the collection operation correctly, but failing to collect 844 

the egg) occurred in most other cases (at 43% of the eggs), and seems almost complementary 845 

to successful collection. Other collection results (clearly wrong location of collection or 846 

collection not starting at all) occurred only a few times for correct detections. This is as 847 

expected, since eggs do not disappear or move away easily. Cases that did occur, might have 848 

related to either a detection error or PoultryBot acting incorrectly during the collection 849 

operation. For example, in several cases  the robot passed both waypoints around the egg 850 

faster than the control system could respond, indicating that the control system is responsible 851 

for these errors.  852 

For each correct detection (TP), also collection performance was assessed. Results are 853 

given in Fig. 10, as percentage of the number of correctly detected eggs. For false positive 854 

detections, a collection operation was made resulting in 'no egg present'. As no location was 855 

known for these cases, they were excluded from the results shown. As shown in Fig. 10, 856 

between 40 to 70% of the correctly detected eggs were collected at once, but clear variation 857 

in collection performance can be observed. For statistical comparison of lateral locations 1 858 

through 5, data from longitudinal locations A and B was combined. Eggs in front of the robot 859 

(lateral location 3) appeared to be collected correctly more often than eggs found near  robot 860 

edges (locations 2 and 4, p = 0.03). The number of correct collections at location 1 was also 861 

lower than at location 3 (p = 0.08), but not significantly different from locations 2 and 4 (p 862 



 

>0.7). Location 5, at the other side of PoultryBot, showed a further decrease in performance, 863 

especially compared to location 3 (p <0.001).  864 

These results might be explained by the behaviour of the robot, as eggs located further 865 

away from the initial path required more steering over a short distance to correctly approach 866 

the egg. If this was not accomplished in time, the risk of collection failure increased, mainly 867 

from an incorrect approach to the egg. The most likely explanation for the results at lateral 868 

location 1 being different from those at location 5 is that at location 1 the robot collided with 869 

the wall and ending up in front of the egg, such that chances for correct collection increased. 870 

This was already observed during the experiments, and can be confirmed when looking at the 871 

causes for failure, as shown in Fig. 11. Here, location 1 had a high amount of human 872 

intervention as the result of wall collisions, which were not seen at the other locations. 873 

Also between longitudinal locations A and B variation was observed. On locations aside 874 

from the robot contour (lateral locations 1 and 5), collection results for the longitudinal 875 

locations B (more free space) were clearly worse compared to the A-locations (close to a pole). 876 

On the other hand, for lateral locations 2, 3, and 4 (more in front of the robot) the results for 877 

longitudinal locations B were slightly better compared with A-locations. This was most explicit 878 

for location 4 with p = 0.08. Although no clear explanations could be identified for this effect, 879 

it might be that the driving behaviour of PoultryBot for collecting the egg at the A-location 880 

influenced the collection performance on the B-location. Also, in a number of cases at location 881 

A5, the collection operation was ended manually due to collisions with the pole of the interior 882 

construction. Based on these results, the location of the egg with respect to obstacles such as 883 

a construction pole seems to have limited effect on the collection results. However, waypoint 884 

placement and driving behaviour does need improvement to make sure no collisions with 885 

construction elements occur during or after egg collection.  886 

 887 



 

 888 
Fig. 10: Results of the collection operations as percentage of correctly detected (TP) eggs, expressed per location. 889 

Letters A and B indicate the first and second longitudinal location, while numbers 1 to 5 indicate the lateral location, which 890 
was perpendicular to robot path. Total number of eggs considered is given above each bar.  891 

5.5 Collection failures 892 

As 43% of the collection operations showed some collection failure (with some locations 893 

reaching 60%), also failure causes were investigated based on observations of the collection 894 

operation. Results as percentage of the total number of failures for each location are shown 895 

in Fig. 11. Statistical inference did not show any difference in failure between locations (p-896 

values >0.25), except for the expected difference in obstacle collisions at lateral location 1.  897 

The most frequent cause of failure for lateral locations 2 to 5 (56% of the cases) was the 898 

collection device being placed just next to the egg at the start of collection. This occurred less 899 

often at location 1, as wall collisions ensured that the robot was directed towards the egg. 900 

Frequently, these collisions also resulted in human intervention during the collection 901 

operation. These causes are  likely due to a combination of reasons. Firstly, in the placement 902 

of waypoints for egg collection PoultryBot's steering behaviour or obstacle presence were not 903 

accounted for. Next, although the navigation method did account for the collection device's 904 

position on the robot, steering effects from the heuristic close to the waypoint might still have 905 

led to a wrong orientation of the collection device when reaching the egg. As a result, 906 

PoultryBot's front wheel might be oriented correctly towards the egg, but the collection device 907 

may still have been just next to the egg. Finally, steering corrections applied during collection 908 



 

operation may not always have resulted in the desired move of the collection device, as it had 909 

some freedom of movement and frictional forces limited the required lateral shift. Thus, the 910 

collection performance of PoultryBot was clearly influenced by the path planning for floor egg 911 

collection and the navigation algorithm. Improving the navigation method by better waypoint 912 

placement, changing the behaviour of the navigation heuristic and including not only the next 913 

waypoint, but also the one after that in the navigation control, are therefore all considered to 914 

be desirable. This is likely to reduce these problems and thus improve overall collection 915 

performance.  916 

Other failures that occurred frequently, were the egg leaving the collection device after 917 

collection (as result of collection device shape), or the collection device being lowered after 918 

passing the egg. Lifting the device before actually reaching the egg, moving over an egg 919 

without collecting it or breaking the egg during collection also occurred, but they were not 920 

seen frequently. As loosing eggs mainly occurred towards the rear of the collection device, 921 

improving the design of the collection device is expected to resolve this cause of failure. 922 

Reducing failures such as moving over or breaking eggs during collection was more difficult, 923 

but their lower occurrence made them less important. The cases of lowering the collection 924 

device after passing the egg, lifting it before actually reaching the egg, or missing the waypoint 925 

after the egg and not stopping the collection operation at all, might all have to do with the 926 

processing speed of the control method. Improving and speeding up this method may allow 927 

PoultryBot to respond faster to new observations and changes in position, and make 928 

navigation and collection control more accurate.  929 

Finally, in some cases the collection operation was not ended automatically and human 930 

intervention was required. Egg collection usually occurred properly in most of these cases, 931 

which explains why these cases exceeded 100% of collection failures. This particularly 932 

happened at location A5 due to collisions with a construction pole, and at lateral location 1 933 

due to collisions with the wall. For the cases that occurred on locations 2 and 3, no direct 934 

explanation other than a control error could be identified. To avoid these situations, the 935 

navigation method needs improvements in handling obstacles. Furthermore, adding a strict 936 

time or distance limit on the collection operation appears useful to assure the collection 937 

operation stops in time.  938 

 939 



 

   940 
Fig. 11: Causes for collection failure as percentage of the number of failures, expressed per location. Letters A and B 941 

indicate the first and second longitudinal location, while numbers 1 to 5 indicate the lateral location, which was 942 
perpendicular to robot path. Total number of eggs considered is given above each bar. Results for not stopping the 943 
collection operation in time could exceed 100% score, as an egg could be successfully collected but the collection operation 944 
was not ended automatically.  945 

6 Combining navigation and egg collection performance  946 

In the previous sections, PoultryBot's capabilities for navigation and egg collection were 947 

evaluated in separate experiments. This section provides an integrated reflection on 948 

PoultryBot's performance by summarising the main findings and comparing them with the 949 

performance requirements stated in the introduction. Furthermore, it indicates limitations of 950 

the current system for application in commercial poultry houses, as well as suitable directions 951 

for further development.  952 

6.1 Navigation performance overview 953 

The first experiment in section 4 evaluated the long-term navigation capabilities of 954 

PoultryBot over 2400 m of autonomous driving. Here, PoultryBot proved capable of handling 955 

the various path types tested, ranging from border surveying via area sweeping to traversing 956 

large areas. Furthermore, it showed its ability to pass through narrow spaces by closely 957 

approaching obstacles, but also to deviate from the specified path if this was required to avoid 958 

obstacles. As the results of experiment 1 indicated that the occurrence of collisions might 959 



 

relate to the presence of obstacles on PoultryBot's path and the settings of the heuristic used, 960 

this was investigated in more detail in experiment 2. Obstacle position with respect to 961 

PoultryBot's desired path indeed influenced driving behaviour, with more steering and an 962 

increased prevalence of collisions. Also, an indication was found that changing the settings of 963 

the navigation heuristic could improve navigation results. During navigation, PoultryBot was 964 

able to localise itself with mean accuracy of 0.13 m.  For 63% of the time, deviations also 965 

remained below 0.1 m. This approaches the desired accuracy of less than 0.1 m for 95% of the 966 

time. During the experiments, no clear effects of localisation failures on the behaviour of 967 

PoultryBot were observed. Some improvements are still desired in obstacle mapping and 968 

handling reference measurements. Although these results sound promising in terms of the 969 

requirements stated in the introduction, full autonomous operation of PoultryBot for 970 

navigation tasks in commercial poultry houses is not yet possible. The main reasons for this 971 

are the number of obstacle collisions observed and PoultryBot's inability to resolve these 972 

collisions autonomously.  973 

6.2 Obstacle detection and awareness  974 

For achieving the desired operational autonomy of PoultryBot, the first step is to improve 975 

its obstacle awareness. In the experiments, several cases were observed were PoultryBot 976 

collided with an obstacle just after it had left PoultryBot's field-of-view and was therefore no 977 

longer considered in the navigation. Adding or replacing sensors, such that the total field-of-978 

view increases, might solve this problem as obstacles will then remain in sight even after 979 

PoultryBot passed them. Also for back-up  manoeuvres, additional sensing on the rear side of 980 

PoultryBot might be required. Alternatively, a short-term obstacle history can be kept for 981 

navigation purposes, which still considers detected obstacles for a certain time after they have 982 

left the view of PoultryBot. This approach also allows for a different treatment of so-called 983 

hard and soft obstacles (Bac, 2015), as for example their retention time or relative importance 984 

can now be varied. In that case, PoultryBot should avoid hard obstacles such as construction 985 

elements, while soft obstacles such as hens still allow for a certain amount of interaction. Such 986 

an approach seems useful, as it was observed that the presence of hens in the environment 987 

had a minor influence on the navigation behaviour of PoultryBot. Thus, improving awareness 988 

of obstacles in the vicinity of PoultryBot, as well as taking obstacle properties into account, is 989 



 

desirable for further development of PoultryBot. Furthermore, a collision detection method is 990 

not incorporated and this still has to be added to PoultryBot. 991 

6.3 Navigation components  992 

Next to improving obstacle awareness, also some navigation components have to be added 993 

or improved before PoultryBot can function fully autonomous. For example, PoultryBot's 994 

inability to autonomously stop or reverse direction directly influenced current performance, 995 

as such manoeuvres are required for autonomous collision resolving. Although the method of 996 

Schlegel (1998) does allow for such actions, this was not yet implemented properly in the 997 

navigation system of PoultryBot, and needs therefore to be added. In case collisions occur, 998 

not only additional navigation behaviours such as reversing direction of motion are required, 999 

but also more high-level reasoning that considers adding or moving waypoints to resolve such 1000 

situations. For example, when during egg collection PoultryBot reaches a dead end or has to 1001 

collect an egg in a corner, this requires several additional waypoints for a back-up manoeuvre 1002 

and the indication of a suitable follow-up path. In path planning for car-like robots, methods 1003 

for defining such manoeuvres already exist (Csorvási, Á, & Kiss, 2015; Kiss & Tevesz, 2014), 1004 

which might also be suitable for PoultryBot. If these missing components are implemented as 1005 

well, PoultryBot is likely able to autonomously handle (potential) collisions, as well as entering 1006 

corners and dead ends for egg collection.  1007 

If these navigation components are added, also the navigation heuristic requires an update, 1008 

as already suggested from the results of experiment 2. This can be an improved static tuning 1009 

of weight factors, but it might also be that different conditions require different settings. For 1010 

example, conditions with an increased risk on collisions might need more obstacle-avoidance 1011 

behaviour, whereas for traversing an open area more goal-oriented behaviour is desired. Also, 1012 

handling collisions or reversing might require different settings of the weight factors. Thus, a 1013 

system where weight factors in the heuristic are made dependent on the desired behaviour 1014 

under specific driving conditions, might be a suitable improvement for proper functioning of 1015 

PoultryBot.  1016 

6.4 Egg collection performance 1017 

Next to PoultryBot's navigation capabilities, also its performance in egg detection and 1018 

collection was determined on over 300 eggs, and showed a dependency on the egg's location 1019 

with respect to the robot. In front of PoultryBot, about 90% of the eggs were detected, while 1020 



 

more towards the side this decreased to about 65%. On average, some 75% of the eggs within 1021 

0.5 m of PoultryBot were detected. Regarding false positive detections, a range between 0 1022 

and 57% was observed, with results being dependent on the combination of ambient light 1023 

conditions and fixed settings for camera gain and detection threshold. As the images also 1024 

contained some radial intensity fall-off, improving the optical setup is likely to increase 1025 

detection performance, as also indicated in Vroegindeweij et al. (2018). Having more constant 1026 

ambient light, which is expected to be the case in commercial poultry houses, will also benefit 1027 

detection performance. With that, the performance comes close to the desired level of 1028 

detecting 95% of the eggs present, although reaching the maximum 5% false positive 1029 

detections might still be challenging. If the current detection method does not provide 1030 

sufficient room for performance improvement, it might also be worthwhile to consider more 1031 

advanced methods like Conditional Random Fields (He, Zemel, & Carreira-Perpiñán, 2004) for 1032 

detecting eggs and other objects in images.  1033 

In terms of egg collection performance, about 40 to 70% of the eggs could be collected at 1034 

once. If collection failed, this was mainly due to incorrect positioning of the collection device. 1035 

The improvements for the navigation method proposed above can already solve part of this, 1036 

but for egg collection some more improvements of the collection operation are 1037 

recommended. The first is the path planning for the collection operation.  When placing the 1038 

waypoints for egg collection, more attention should be given to the robot's current pose, how 1039 

to approach the egg and the presence of nearby obstacles. Instead of taking the shortest 1040 

straight line from the current pose towards the egg, a smoother path is desired that can also 1041 

be followed accurately by PoultryBot, while at the same time avoiding obstacle collisions. 1042 

Next, the vehicle navigation strategy should be improved further, so that the orientation of 1043 

the collection device at the start of collection is included. Finally, the speed of the control 1044 

loops should be higher, such that the steering actions applied are also executed in time. Next 1045 

to collection control, also design of collection device needs attention, as part of the eggs 1046 

escaped after collection. Placing a barrier can easily solve this problem, while adapting the 1047 

settings of the collection device might also reduce the occurrence of breaking or moving over 1048 

eggs. With these improvements in collection control and the collection device, it is likely that 1049 

almost all eggs will be collected properly, and the requirement on collection performance can 1050 

be reached as well.   1051 



 

However, indicating a dependency between navigation behaviour and collection 1052 

performance remains complex, for various reasons. Firstly, the robot path contained 2 1053 

waypoints between the eggs, to ensure the first and second eggs were approached from a 1054 

similar direction, but driving behaviour was also subject to animal presence. Thus, paths were 1055 

never exactly the same and effects of driving behaviour on collection performance varied 1056 

between experiments. Secondly, the detection method proved sensitive to the variations in 1057 

ambient light, leading to more false positives in these cases. As these also lead to collection 1058 

operations, this affected driving behaviour and egg collection as well. Finally, floor conditions 1059 

and egg properties do influence collection results but were subject to changes from natural 1060 

variation, even between subsequent runs. Despite these difficulties, the presented results still 1061 

provide a good indication of the future possibilities for applying autonomous robots for the 1062 

collection of floor eggs in commercial poultry houses.  1063 

6.5 Wrap-up 1064 

By improving PoultryBot’s obstacle handling and navigation behaviour as indicated above, 1065 

it should be possible to cover all accessible areas of a poultry house. Furthermore, PoultryBot 1066 

already has large flexibility in its search path, which can contain both long-distance 1067 

movements, local search actions and other movements, in any combination. These features 1068 

make PoultryBot capable of handling a wide range of physical environments, path 1069 

characteristic and navigation behaviours. Furthermore, the obtained localisation accuracy is 1070 

sufficient to map climate conditions or to register the location of the eggs found, thereby 1071 

allowing to use this information to inform the farmer on house conditions or for planning 1072 

PoultryBot’s next day’s collection path. 1073 

 By also improving the egg collection operation, PoultryBot will be able to collect almost 1074 

each egg that is detected and physically reachable. In that case, the exact position of the egg 1075 

within the poultry house and the position of the egg with respect to PoultryBot's pose will be 1076 

of limited influence on performance. Given the results from the presented experiments, in the 1077 

current configuration already more than 40% of the eggs was collected successfully at once, 1078 

with improper control being the major cause for failure. Using an improved control method 1079 

likely leads to more than 80% of the eggs properly collected at first encounter, thus 1080 

approaching the performance requirement on egg collection as stated in the introduction. 1081 



 

All these capabilities make the presented concept a suitable candidate for automating tasks 1082 

in poultry houses, such as monitoring the animal environment or collecting floor eggs. 1083 

However, problems or tasks with similar characteristics and requirements can also be found 1084 

in many other applications, such as cleaning buildings, weed removal or security patrolling. 1085 

Also, the flexibility and robustness present in PoultryBot for functioning in dense 1086 

environments can be a great advantage when creating autonomous applications.  1087 

7 Conclusion 1088 

An autonomous mobile robot platform for use in a modern aviary poultry house has been 1089 

introduced. PoultryBot was tested under real-life conditions, and has proved capable of 1090 

moving autonomously through this environment. For this, various path types were used, while 1091 

PoultryBot handled both fixed and moving obstacles during more than 3000 m of autonomous 1092 

driving. Egg collection was tested on more than 300 eggs, of which about 46% was successfully 1093 

collected, while for about 37% of the eggs present some collection failure occurred and only 1094 

16% of the eggs was completely missed. The most observed failures were caused by the 1095 

collection device being placed just next to the egg, which can be solved by improving the 1096 

control algorithms used for navigation and egg collection. These results show the validity of 1097 

the PoultryBot concept and indicate that application of smart autonomous vehicles in dense 1098 

animal environments is possible. Improvements in obstacle handling and navigation and the 1099 

collection and reliability of components are required before commercial application of this 1100 

idea becomes feasible. 1101 
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